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A Matter of Perspective
If sending a man to the moon and bringing him back were entirely
a scientific affair, then, as one suggestion has it, we ought to send
a midget. Not only would the midget himself constitute a much

smaller payload, but his requirements for food, oxygen, shielding
from harmful radiation, and disposal of body wastes would be comparably reduced in scale.
Our present astronauts, it is true, do have the benefit of military
training and discipline. But midgets who have had professional experience in circuses and carnivals will have absorbed the equally
demanding traditions of show business. As for intelligence, Barnum's
famous Tom Thumb was so bright that at the age of five he could
be convincingly billed as an eleven-year-old.
This suggestion concerning our moon efforts would have been
readily understood by the Eisenhower Administration. In those days
American research in space was not regarded as part of a weightlifting contest with the Russians. The problem was one of balancing
the great costs of increased rocket power against the possibilities of
miniaturization.
From such a viewpoint, we would have no cause to bow our heads
in shame if we put one of the little troupers on the moon for a few
days. He could do as much scientific work there as any normal-sized
person. Besides, anyone concerned about national prestige who really
looks into the matter can see that mere rocket power is not the best
indicator of a nation's scientific prowess.
But times have changed. In the thinking that characterizes the
Kennedy Administration, the trip is no longer regarded as entirely a
scientific affair. There is a space race going on and we must win it
in terms the judges can understand. The presence of an American
midget on the moon, if followed by the appearance of a Russian of
more ordinary dimensions, would still leave us running second.
In the matter of specifying costs, there is also a contrast between
the two administrations. Under Eisenhower, no public statement was
ever made concerning the cost of a lunar landing. Under Kennedy,
we are given the bill. The cost (for a normal-sized person) over the
next five years is put a't $7 to $9 billion, with the total cost estimated
at $20 to $40 billion.
Kennedy has kept his promise to discuss public issues honestly.
Science stands to gain from the trip to the moon, possibly'greatly. But
the primary issue, as Kennedy says, is the effect of the undertaking on
the struggle between the Soviet Union and the West. It may well be
that midgets, like everyone else, should ask not what their country
can do for them, but what they can do for their country. Their service,
however, lies elsewhere.
Of course, even if we proceed on these terms we may still lose.
The Russians, with their greater experience in matters concerning
prestige and confidence, may turn around and send up the fattest
fat-lady they can lay their hands on.-J.T.

